
Design One Project Three

Shakespeare Advertisement
You will produce a poster to advertise the performance of an assigned play by William Shakespeare. In the process, 
explore theme and audience; visual and verbal communication; denotation and connotation; emphasis and hierarchy.

This will also be the first assignment where you will use color. Over the course of this project, we will discuss 
color theory and color philosophy. Consider how color may be manipulated to intensify the content of the 
advertisement and to maintain contrast and hierarchy. 

Process
1. Advertise a play using original imagery.

-Use only your own, original, photographic imagery for your compositions
-Think past objects for your subject matter and explore human interactions. 
-Consider subject, theme, metaphor, tone, symbolism, format.
-Do not limit yourself to a single image. Use multiple images to communicate. 
- Seek permission when photographing strangers or spaces that are not public. Many campus classrooms, labs 
and facilities (such as the theatre and music hall) are not free to access.

2. Clarify and order the information presented to the audience.
-Determine the hierarchy of information for your poster. Scale, typeface, phrasing and position will all affect the 
emphasis of the visual and verbal content
-Carefully read and edit text supplied by client.
-Research the subject completely to supplement the information provided.

3. Explore layout strategies for your ad.
-Consider multiple arrangements of typographic and visual information. Experiment with type, image, color, scale, 
alignment, juxtaposition, hierarchy, and the grid.
-Explore the interrelationship of all of the layout elements (including type, image, graphic form) and create a 
clear and concise visual/verbal message 
-Avoid clichés. Be original! Create a poster that presents a contemporary take on the genre.

3. Research/Project Development
-Conduct Primary and Secondary Research. Brainstorm. Include research notes and documentation in your 
workbook. Good places to start: www.pbs.org/wnet/shakespeare-uncovered and playshakespeare.com. Read 
the play or synopses. Explore the central themes and character conflicts. Collect useful excerpts from the play 
that you might incorporate into your poster.
-Thumbnail sketches. Create quick preliminary sketches to further generate ideas and potential solutions to the 
problem. Concentrate on visuals and their formal relationships. Test multiple layouts for each idea. Make layouts 
as distinct from each other as possible.
-Choice/Refinement. Choose the most successful thumbnails and refine. Use the computer and work to actual 
size. Work quickly, printing out proofs and revising. Use both drawing and digital output at this stage, creating 
multiple layout concepts for your play. Begin to narrow your concepts down to the most successful.

-Comprehensives. Perfect the poster chosen in critique. Complete digital comprehensives, experimenting and 
working towards final.



Final Presentation
Critique and comprehensives provide basis to work up completed project.

-Use only your original photography as source material. Use only images captured during assignment period.
-Complete layout in Adobe InDesign. Use support software such as Photoshop for image manipulation.
-Finals will be in color and must be trimmed to 16x10"
-Mount on black board with a 1" border on the top and sides and 1.5" at the bottom. 
-Work must be covered with a stiff paper cover flap.
-Affix a label to the back of the work, in the bottom left hand corner, as indicated below.

Mandatory Copy

Macbeth
By: William Shakespeare
Directed by: Max Lewendel
Staring: Joel Gorf and Sophie Brooke
July 5–July 14, 2012
The Stratford on the Fox Theatre
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
www.oshkoshshakespeare.com 
box office: 920 233 9845

Optional Copy  
Additional Information

Something wicked this way comes...

The vicious, barbaric undercurrent in Shakespeare’s epic erupts in this kinetic, blood-thirsty production. Victorious on 
the battlefield, Macbeth’s nobility and bravery are rewarded by an indebted king. But with each enemy slaughtered to 
serve Macbeth’s own vaulting ambition, his lust for power takes a deadly turn until he ferociously usurps the kingdom. 
His reign, baptized in blood, spirals out of control and Macbeth’s deeds come back to tear him down.
 This new production goes straight for the jugular. Blending traditional and inventive physical theatre techniques, 
original music, evocative design, and using the original verse, this slick production is perfect for audiences new to 
Macbeth and those already well acquainted with Shakespeare’s tragedies.

“The stand out performance goes to Lady Macbeth played by Sophie Brooke whose sinister plotting and eventual 
downfall is performed pitch perfectly”.

“Absolutely spine-tingling!”–Damien Bullen, Shakespeare Today

“Max Lewendel’s production is fast-paced and pulls the audience straight in”.
“Striking performances, don’t miss it”–Victoria Claringbold, Oshkosh-on-the-Town

About the Stratford on the Fox Theatre:
“We are committed to breathing new life into classic texts; to rescuing these powerful works from the shackles of 
tradition. Our choice of projects is led by a search for material that will challenge us as artists and excite audiences 
both new and existing. We are passionate about exploring the connection between actors and audience and we 
have devoted ourselves to making engaging, challenging and contemporary theatre.”

Your Name
Design One
Assignment Two  



  Schedule

Oct 18  Project Introduced.  
   Homework:  Research. Fifty drawn advertisement concepts for your play. Experiment with image, 

typography, and layout.  

Oct 23   Due Today: Ad Concepts. Research. 
   Homework:  Shoot a minimum of 100 images for your ads, based on your sketches.
   
Oct 25  Due Today:  Contact sheets.
   Homework:  Write two critiques of magazine ads. A positive critique of one ad and a negative 

critique of another. Use a full-page ad from an assigned magazine. Do not use online 
sources or ads that are less than or more than one page. Each critique must be 
typed and a minimum of 300 words. Note the magazine where you found the ad 
and whether it appeared on the verso or recto of the spread. Attach the ad to the 
critique. Cut the ad out carefully with a knife. Do not tear. Use the Meggs handout as 
a guide. 
     

Oct 30  Magazine Ad Critiques. Work Day.
   Homework:   Color comprehensives of poster. 

Nov 1  Due Today:  Color comprehensives of poster due. 
Color theory and manipulation, compression, duotone. Work Day.

Nov 6  Work Day.

Nov 8  Due Today:  Project Two Due. Projects must be completed and ready for critique at beginning of 
class period. Submit projects and workbooks for grading.






